Modern Russian History and Culture: Northern Discussion Group — workshop on

Identities and Solidarities

11 April 2008, 1:00-5:30
Humanities Research Institute
University of Sheffield
34 Gell Street
Sheffield

Madeleine Reeves
(Manchester)
Clean fake: Ambiguous documents, registration regimes and everyday 'illegality' in migrant Moscow

Tatiana Gladkikh
(Birmingham)
Lessons from the Past: Understanding the identity of contemporary Russian business people

Junya Takiguchi
(Manchester)
Making Bolshevik Identities: The communist party congresses and delegates' experiences in the 1920s

This event is sponsored by CEELBAS
Contact: Dr Miriam Dobson (m.dobson@shef.ac.uk)
map/directions: http://www.hrionline.ac.uk/location/map.html